
Andy Cohen – Techniques of the so-called Piedmont Style and Repertoire 

 

 
 

Cohen’s Law and its corollaries 

The thumb strikes the low root on the 1, regardless of where the accent falls, almost all the time. 

Corollary I: When Blind Blake rolls his bass, the second note, not the first, is 1. You can conceive 

of the first note as either a grace note (a teeny little one beside a normal sized one), which has no 

associated time value; or the ‘-a’ of the previous measure’s ‘4-e-&-a’. 

Corollary II: on a plain D chord, there is no bass D, so you either use the higher open D string, or 

the F# on the low E string for a bass note.  It’s okay, it’s a third… 

Corollary III: Like when you do a two measure break at the end of a phrase, you have established 

the beat already in the listener’s mind, so you simply omit any bass notes, and proceed to the next place 

where there is one. 



Corollary IV: there isn’t a rule for where the thumb has to be at any other time in the measure. 

Here are some things the thumb may do when it’s not obliged to do something else, or in conjunction 

with something else: 

It can brush back or forth to establish a rhythm 

 

I ascribe Cohen’s Law to Myron Cohen, the Borscht Belt comedian. It amounts to the observation that in 

most varieties of guitar (and piano) playing, the low root is expressed in the bass, on the one beat. There 

are times when you might not want to do that, on purpose, but in the general run of playing music for 

backup or for solo fingerpicking, boogie-woogie or Ragtime piano, it is the case most of the time that the 

one-beat and the low root occur together. On a piano, you’d play it with your pinky, on a guitar, with your 

picking thumb, or a flat pick. But the logic is the same. Since this occurrence is stable, you can use it to 

guide the mechanics of your playing, and always know where you are in a measure because of it. 

It’s the case regardless of which of four basic approaches you take: Thumb lead, boom-chang, dead 

thumb or alternating thumb, and mostly, for true counterpoint as well.   

 

Rev. Gary Davis’s mental music machine, into which melodies disappeared and out the other end of 

which, tight arrangements emerged, was accomplished by him playing, by turns, harmonized melodic 

passages in 3rds, 6ths and 10ths, often over 3 x 2 rhythms, using cognate chord forms up and down the 

neck against open strings, with his left hand divided into two sets of two fingers. At times his left thumb 

would hold down two or even three bass strings. His right thumb kept (or strongly implied without 

actually stating) a steady beat, one way or another. These were explicit assignments in his way of 

thinking, to manage several lines of music: the left hand was the ‘frettin’ hand’; the right thumb was your 

‘bass hand’, as though you were playing a boogie-like bass on the piano; and the right index finger 

followed its own melodic contour, whatever that was. In playing this kind of music, you have to arrange 

the parts of both hands to be able to accomplish one thing each, that add up to several things at once. 

Central to the process of creating the music is the right thumb (lefties aside. They are a special case). 

Using only it, you can do a great many things. For instance: you can use it as a flat pick and go boom-

chang, two boom-changs to the measure; you can shorten the chang part of the stroke so that the chang is 

just on one string, for an alternating bass, Travis style; or you can just bang away on one string four times 

per measure and keep time that way. If you do that much and change chords underneath it, you’d be able 

to sing a song over it without having to do anything more.  

That, actually, is the point. How much is necessary? How much is sufficient? Where does the basic song 

end and gratuitous decoration begin? How much is too much? How little can you get away with and still 

be robust? 

 

Once you start introducing fingers into the process, things get complicated. All kinds of simple 

decorations become possible. When you can go boom-chang with a relaxed hand, a thumb that glides 

smoothly across the strings so they sing, you’re ready to start picking. 

 

Some Aphoristic Advice 

1. Molecules of playing: Pinch – Thumb, Thumb – Pinch 

2. Slow is your friend 

3. Don't use more force than you need 

4. Fifteen minutes a day, EVERY DAY! (frequent short practices good; infrequent binges, not so 

much). 

 

When the hand is still, the fingers must move to actuate the strings; when the hand or arm is moving, the 

fingers must stay still in order to move the strings. 

 

 



Examples / exercises and a musical piece in which the technique is embedded 

a. right hand 

      i. T-1: control of the metacarpal of the thumb. The following is very important, even though it seems 

overly detailed. The thumb’s metacarpal and its digits are operated separately by two separate muscles 

originating just behind your wrist on the back of the forearm. They are the Extensor Pollicis Brevis, 

which attaches at the distal end of the metacarpal, and the E.P. Longus, which attaches to the very end of 

it. The important one here is the Brevis, the short one. Keep a bit of an angle between the metacarpal and 

the digits, as that will act as a shock absorber. The tip of the thumb, which interacts mostly with the bass 

strings, hitchhikes on the metacarpal. When you are using your thumb to do an alternating bass, counting 

1-2-3-4, (low high low high), the metacarpal will lift the thumb back to top dead center at 3. Because your 

other fingers may be moving at the same time, it will appear that the finger flexes and the thumb extends 

at almost the same time, going in the same direction. This is why you go slowly, so you can fit ALL the 

notes in. The most common mistake in fingerpicking is to leave out the third beat. Doing that causes the 

measure you’re playing to go lame, especially if losing the 3 is repeated again and again. Here are some 

things you do with your thumb: 

          -‘Walking’ (thumb lead off the 6th string) 

          -‘Tucking’ (thumb lead starting from the first string,  

          - pinch near    

          - pinch far 

          - stagger near 

          - stagger far 

      ii.    T-1 runs = Playing on the same string (specific case) or on adjacent ones, tucking and thumb-

crossing. 

Keep in mind that any of the moves above may be played in any of the ways below: 

          - with the digits 

          - with the wrist 

          - with the 'bowstroke' 

      

** iii. All the other things you can do with your thumb in front of your finger, which you can't do with 

your thumb behind your finger. 

            - walking the strings w/ a thumb cross 

            - tucking the finger backward 

            - squeeze near, squeeze far 

            - stagger near, stagger far 

            - thumb on the high string, finger on the low string 

            - playing on the same string 

      

           iv.: How to put the accent on the two-beat 

 

When you impose Cohen’s Law over the wiggling thumb, such that the 1 beat is *always* considered to 

be on the lower of two alternating high and low bass notes, a peculiar thing happens when the accent 

shifts to the two beat, without interrupting the flow of the alternating bass. The only thing that changes is 

where the emphasis is, in a given measure of music.  

 

Remember that in our two molecules, [pinch – thumb] and [thumb – pinch] the back and forth motion of 

the thumb is the same. What’s different is where in the measure it pinches. By keeping the accent where 

the pinch is, and not doing anything else, you isolate the low notes (1 and 3), and locate the pinch in close 

harmony or a broken chord away from the bass note which is now an unaccented drone in the 

background. 

 

 



 

Counting Time While Picking 

 

It’s tricky to count out loud while you’re trying to play something. The reason is, language and music 

emanate from the same spot in your brain, music being the less flexible code. While it has great emotional 

import, it can’t bear specific meaning the way language can. In any case, it’s worth your trouble to learn 

how to do. As with everything else, proceed slowly and carefully, fumbling your way at first while you 

get familiar with the terms.  

Suppose I want to engineer an ideal measure that can be adapted for multiple purposes. In practice, I’m 

not likely to play anything faster than a sixteenth note, and I’m not likely to play many half or whole 

notes. If I want to syncopate, I might be playing dotted quarters, eighth note series or even triplets (a 

quarter note divvied into three pieces). 

I want to be able to have a syllable for each sixteenth note. Conventionally we say ‘1 e & a 2 etc.’ so let’s 

write that out across the page, and assign some thumbs and fingers to the numbers: 

Glossary: B = Boom, i.e., play a bass note with your thumb, catching and holding momentarily on the 

next string; CH = chang. When you caught yourself on that string, that pad of muscle beneath your thumb 

tightened. Relax it and allow your arm to drop through the rest of the strings whilst your thumb or a pick 

attached to it glides smoothly down the strings. The two motions should take the same amount of time. Sq 

= Squeeze, pinching a bass and a high string simultaneously. A ‘far’ squeeze has several strings between 

the fingers; a ‘near’ one is usually adjacent or one string in between.  

Really, you only have a couple of choices: with one finger and one thumb, you can only squeeze or 

stagger. Melodies emerge almost at random just from combining and mixing squeezes and stagger. When 

you ‘stagger’ two or four note, your thumb plays a bass note and the finger plays a high note. On the 

second stagger in a row, you can play a ‘near stagger’, thus engineering a single unit of alternating bass. 

Do it slow until you get the hang of it.  

 

Now: below you see a chart of licks, laid out according to an ideal measure cut up into 16 equal chunks. 

This template is there so you can hang notes on it different ways. First, the numbers. ‘One’ is where your 

thumb always lands on the root note of the chord you’re playing. It sometimes also does on the ‘Three’, 

but that’s a separate and important issue. Four sixteenth notes = two eighth notes = one quarter note, 

okay? Each of those syllables counts as a quart of a beat, and there are four of those beats in a measure. 

The ‘Two’ is almost always a downstroke, a Chang. Three is a bit of a challenge, and I’m going to 

explain why below. 

 

When you thumb the one and two beats, playing first a lower and then a higher bass note, the next note 

you have to play with your thumb is another low bass note. That requires lifting your thumb back to top 

dead center so it can attack the low note, yes? How does one do that, precisely? 

With the Extensor Pollicis Brevis, of course. It’s a little muscle attached to the far end of your thumb’s 

metacarpal (the distal end), and to the lower shaft of the radius on the other. Play in front of a mirror. 

Look intently at the reflection of your right hand and doing nothing else with it, make your thumb go 

back and forth between a low and a high bass string, counting 1-2-3-4-1-2-3-4 very slowly. There’s your 

alternating bass.  

The most common mistake in playing this way is to omit the Three, instead, just moving your thumb a 

little way’s away from the high bass note and then playing it again on four. Even very good players, like 

John Hurt, do this consistently and in a patterned manner. They don’t miss on one, two or four, only on 

three. I think I might know why. 

When you’re picking, you are coordinating motions, some of them regular, like your thumb going back 

and forth, and some of them not so much, interrupted, of sundry time values, some slurred or made 

overlong in some way, or chopped up into triplets. If the goal is to ALWAYS, and I mean that sincerely, 

ALWAYS have an alternating bass going, why on the three? 

 



I think it’s because your fingers are often flexing while your thumb is extending, and the two motions are 

going in the same direction. Up. But one is going in and one is going out. So practice it painfully slow.  

Once you recognize there’s a hump there, you can get over it without tripping or flinching. In any case, 

after you have pushed your thumb through two bass note, a low and a high one, you have to come back to 

top dead center for the low one again, and where you move the thumb is on the ‘&’ (‘the AND’) of 

two.  It takes some practice, and occasionally, even the best players (and yes, even me) misses once-in-a 

while. 

                     
     1         e         &        a        2         e        &        a         3         e        &        a         4          e         &        a   

 

 

B- CH           T                     T-glide         T                    T-glide         T                    Tglide        T                      T-glide 

 

 

Sq- Ch          far Sq            T-glide         near sq         T- glide         far Sq            T-glide         near sq        T- glide    

 

 

Sq- T            far sq            T                   far sq                T                far sq            T                    far sq             T 

 

 

T-1-T-2       T                     1                     T                      2                T                    1                      T                  2   

 

 

T-1-T 1       T         1         T         1          T         1           T        1       T        1         T         1           T         1        T       1  

 

  

b. left hand: Description, photos / exercises, pieces with the techniques embedded 

       i. Chromatic I and Chromatic II.  

In this exercise, your fingers come down like little hammers and leave the fingerboard like little angels. It 

starts on the open low E and continues chromatically up to the high Ab, as far as you can go on the guitar 

without shifting your arm. In Chromatic I, put the ball of your thumb about at the middle of the neck, and 

get your fingers roughly splayed out along the low E string, hanging loose in the air. Look at your hand 

when it’s like that, so you know what it looks like. Fingers face the fingerboard, approximating a right 

angle. 

First finger on the low E, at the first fret (playing an F), just hard enough to fret it solid. Play the note. 

Look at your finger, listen to the note. Before it has faded, relax the flexor tension that’s holding it down 

and *let the finger fall off*. Don’t ‘take’ it off by using the extensor muscles on the back of your forearm, 

just relax and it will come off all by itself. Two tensions, ‘none’ and ‘enough’. Got that? Good. Now, one 

finger at a time, taking all the time in the world, make perfect notes all the way up to Ab and all the way 

back down. Take your time. Do not go fast. Look at the fingers, listen to the notes. One. At. A. Time. 

When one finger is on the fingerboard, the other three should be hanging off in the air, not pulled back 

and extended, just relaxed. Your thumb should be about in the middle of the back of the neck, pressing as 

hard as it needs to keep the one note you’re playing in place, but no more. 

Chromatic II involves exactly the same notes, up and down, but this time when you play going up, the 

fingers stay on the fingerboard. This is more difficult. Play the open low E, then F, F#, G, G# and with all 

four fingers splayed out, one finger to one fret along the fingerboard, play the open A string. And moving 

only by dint of necessity, one at a time, A#, B, C, C# and play the open D. Repeat till you get to open G.  

Here there be dragons. When you play on the G string, G#, A, A#, you pinky is still on the F# note on the 

D string. With it sitting there, play the open B, C, C#, D. Your little finger should still be sitting on the F# 

note. Only now you may move it to the D# note and get ready to play the open E. Trust me, this can hurt. 

Go all the way up to Ab. Coming down, let your fingers fall off one by one until they are hanging limp in 

the air doing nothing. Now, all four at once, carefully splay them out along the B string, one finger to one 

fret. Repeat. You only need to put three fingers down on the G string, but four along each subsequent 

string down to Low E. 



 

ii. Don't use the extensors!        

iii. Two by Two Fingering 

You have four left hand fingers and a thumb, and they are all useful if you use them. Here’s 

something conceptual: chords are made with the tips and sometimes the flat parts of your fingers. At 

times you need to have the palm of your hand on the back of the neck, like when you make an F chord 

using your thumb for the bass note. But most of the time, you want the palm away from the neck so your 

fingers have the longest ‘throw’ they can. You’re not going to use all that throw, just the distance from 

them hanging in the air to solidly fretting the string. 

Suppose you use two fretting hand fingers operating together, maintaining a shape with their two 

tips. When you make a C chord, you’re doing just that, I and M forming a diagonal across the second and 

fourth strings, ring and pinky forming a vertical on the sixth and fifth. Using two fingers together, 

especially when you use them in complementary pairs, expresses a harmonic structure in ‘partials’ 

(=double stops= harmonies of some kind). If you then add a bass note to the harmony, you will perforce 

be expressing a chord. By substituting one partial for another and matching up the bass notes, you can 

express a pre-harmonized melody line.  

 

    a. Diagonals and verticals 

    b. Two notes and an open bass note = a chord 

 

4. Hard Chords 

Rev. Davis used to teach ‘hard chords’, fingerbusters. Some people do them better than others, and he did 

them about as well as anyone. It helps to have big strong hands with long slim Robert Johnson-like 

fingers, but it’s not essential, it’s what you do with them that counts. If you remember that any four-voice 

chord can consist of no more than two sets of two fingers each and maybe a thumb, you can reduce the 

number of elements you need to accomplish these fingerbusters. 

Any first position chord made with three fingers can be moved up the neck with a barre in back of it and 

become the first position + x number of frets chord. But to do this, you have to switch your fingering 

around a little. You have to transfer the roles of fingers 1-2-3 to land on fingers 2-3-4. Doing that liberates 

your index finger to form a small barre behind the first position shape, to make it movable. In order, here 

are the C-form D, the D-form G, the Dm-form G minor, and the Giant Gary Davis Double C7. 

C-form D: the C-form is made with the back three fingers, 2-3-4, rather than the front three, 1-2-3. The 

index finger barres the first three strings at the second fret, and the C-shape is imposed over the barre. 

Because of the way the chord is shaped, your palm has to be below the neck. Make the shape, then relax 

your hand but keep your fingertips on the fingerboard. Now, without doing anything else to the shape of 

your fingers as they sit in the air, bring your palm up to the back of the neck. Note that you are now 

playing a closed G chord. Rev. Davis opens both You Got To Move (in D, I-IV) and Sit Down On The 

banks (in G, V-I) with this lick. 

D-Form G: Make a D. Now transfer your fingers back so your back three fingers are making the D. 

Having done that, move the shape to the 7th fret. Now, reach back with your index finger and fret the D 

string at the fifth fret. It might make the reach easier if you slant all your fingers back. If you’re jumping 

to this chord from someplace else on the neck, try placing the middle fingers, 2-3, vertically on the 7th 

fret, then placing the outside 1-4 on their respective strings. 

Dm-Form Gm: Just like you made the D shape with your back three fingers, make a Dm shape with them. 

Now slide the shape up to the 7th fret and put a small barre on the 5th fret. It’s hard, and you won’t get it 

the first time, but keep at it. 

The Giant Gary Davis Movable Impossible Grand Double C7th: One step at a time. Start with an 

ordinary, four finger C chord. Now turn it into a C7. You third finger is covering BOTH the lower strings, 

and the pinky is underneath it on the G string. Now pay attention, ‘cause it gets a little tricky here. 

Keeping the first two fingers where they are, the last two will sit vertically, one underneath the other, on 

the first and third strings at the third fret. Now, slowly, keeping your four fingers on the fingerboard, relax 



the grip, stretch your thumb way out, place the palm of your hand on the back of the neck, and bring your 

thumb into contact with the E and A strings at the third fret. Wiggle the fingers around so you get the 

maximum amount, of clear notes and the minimum of thubbed notes. This might take a little struggle. 

If you can do these four chords consistently- you don’t have to get them perfect every time- you can play 

most of the Rev. Gary Davis repertoire. Remember that each one of these chords is movable, because the 

barres act like capos. 

 

5. Using open strings: 'Cross-stringing': when you first learn to tune your guitar, you’d use the fifth fret on 

the string below the one you’re tuning, to tune to. For the B string, you use the fourth fret on the G string. 

This coincidence of notes is called the enharmonic point. If you now move beyond the enharmonic, let’s 

say to the 7th fret on the A string, the note you’re fingering is an E, higher in pitch than the open D 

adjacent to the A string. You can calculate the notes above and below the enharmonic points so as to 

allow your arm to shift up and down the neck. Rev. Davis’s playing relies on a combination of 2 X 2 

fingering of partials and cross stringing, to get where he has to go. Accomplishing the melody lines and 

their associated harmonies takes some thinking and planning, but it’s worth the trouble. 

 

6. Pieces involving these techniques and pictures of relevant points will be associated throughout. 

 

7. Pulling it all together 

Right hand position: Thumb nutward of the index finger. 

In this posture, when the finger and thumb are moving, the hand must be still.  

Conversely, when the hand or arm is moving, the thumb and finger must be semi-rigid, such that they 

bounce off the strings.  

Things you can do this way that cannot be done with finger nutward of the thumb: 

1. Crossing the thumb over the finger, e.g., 6/t, 5/I, 4/t, 3/I, 2/t, 1/i 

2. Crossing the finger under the thumb, 1/t, 2/I, 3/t, 4/I, 5/t. 6/i 

3. Playing on the same string with the thumb and index alternately, as opposed to consecutive 

finger strikes with one or the other. 

4. The BOWSTROKE: with thumb and finger semi rigidly set, the arm moves up and down in an 

arc to make broken chords and scale runs going in both directions. I call it the bowstroke 

because in its gross movement it is nearly identical to fiddling. If you think of the bow as a big 

flat pick, you’ll know what I mean. 

5. Whether you’re bowstroking a run or using your thumb and index to make notes, a T-1 

sequence is much like the up and down motion of a flat pick across the strings. 

 

I. The Gymnastics of playing: A short essay. 

When I was in my early to late teens, I was a gymnast, doing floor ex, rings, parallel bars and long horse 

vault. I wasn’t Olympic quality, but I was pretty good. I have a string of about ten mostly silver and 

bronze medals from state level meets. I was taught that every move had an entrance, an execution and an 

exit that led into the next move, or for a dismount, that nailed it to the floor.  

    That’s exactly what you have to do on a guitar when you’re bouncing around on the fingerboard. Every 

move you make has to be planned such that it lands precisely where it should on the fingerboard, stays put 

as long as it needs to, and floats off in the direction of the next move. Slapping around on the board isn’t 

good enough. 

    This is the real reason why you practice slowly. As Bryan Bowers says, ‘Slow is your friend.’ If you 

can’t do it slow, you sure can’t do it fast. I can do it fast now because I did it slow in my early playing 

days, back when dinosaurs walked the earth.  

I teach that when you practice a move, you have to coordinate the picking with the fretting. The 

fretting precedes the picking by a little bit, logically enough when you think about it.    Here’s a few 

other things to think about: 1. Don’t fret a string you don’t have to plunk.  



2. Diatonic (‘do-re-mi) scales are necessary if you’re wanting to play fancy. If you do, they 

become very necessary. Similarly, with chromatic scales, double stops of all description and small 

barre chords that make first position chords movable up and down the neck.  

3. Here is a Zen Cohen of sorts: try to eliminate all tension in the back of your forearm, where 

your extensors are located. Any tension there is working against your flexors. If the flexors move 

your fingers into the fingerboard, don’t fight them by applying a counter tension from the back of 

your arm. When your fingers are not actively on the string, they should be sitting completely loose in 

the air. 

Let’s talk about this last point for a minute. From a position hanging in the air, when you come down on a 

string with a finger, you needn’t push it any further into the fret than it needs to go in order to make the 

note sound clearly. Not enough will ‘thub’ the string; too much will cause it to go sharp. So, hanging 

inactive and loose in the air somewhere over the fretboard, at the ready, should be zero tension- no more 

than muscle tone, no willful recruitment of sarcomeres. We’ll call that zero. When the string is solidly 

fretted so that the note rings out clear and strong, we’ll call that ‘one’. There is no in between it’s a 

binary, either/or.  

When you’re done with the note, just let it go. You don’t need to take your finger off by invoking 

those mean old extensors. Just let it fall off. If you’re properly relaxed, the string rebound will help to 

push you off the fingerboard to the point where your finger will again be hanging suspended over it. 

Think about that. You are saving a third of the effort and a third of the time it takes to go from one 

place to the other on the board. It is a literal dance. 

The best example I can think of is Johnny Shines.  There are clips of him on You Tube. When he 

played, no matter how many notes he played, you could barely see his fingers move. It takes some 

effort- mostly attention, which you should be paying anyway- to reduce and eliminate unnecessary 

motion, but it’s worth it. You can practice this technique when you do your initial ‘one-finger-at-a 

time’ chromatic exercise. Nice and slow, every note rings, every note relaxes at the same slow tempo. 

Push it down sufficiently, let it go, next finger, push it down, then let it go. 

 

II. Two By Two Fingering, Cross Stringing and the Thumb – Pinch Molecule 

 

What is meant by Two By Two here is what a fiddle player would call double stops. These are two notes 

played simultaneously, usually in harmony, but sometimes intentionally dissonant. Because three notes 

are required to name a chord, they are ‘partial chords’, or colloquially just ‘partials’. My friend Chip 

Quinn, who is a terrific player and teacher, calls these ‘half-chords’. They’re really two –thirds chords, 

that is, 2/3 of a triad. But in theory, your chords should include the octave anyway, most of the time, so 

‘half-chords’ works. The four notes of a chord, in descending order, are the soprano, alto, tenor and bass 

voices, just like in Barbershop harmony. 

There are three combinations of two fingers each made possible by having four available fingers: 1-2/ 3-

4; 1-3/ 2-4; and 1-4/ 2-3. Your thumbs, each of which uses up as much brain as both of your legs, is a 

whole separate issue that I will cover elsewhere. 

What is meant by Cross Stringing is the use of open strings in place of closed ones where you have a 

choice between them. Picking an open string instead of a fretted one gives your left hand the opportunity 

to float between high and low positions on the neck. Central to this technique is the enharmonic point, the 

place on the neck where a fretted string sounds the same note as the next string played open. It’s the place 

on the neck you tune the next string to. 

The two techniques work together. Just as cross stringing lets you play a quick run by skipping a fretted 

note for an open one, allowing your arm to move higher or lower on the fingerboard, You can get the 

same liquid effect in harmony using double stops and open strings together. 

Now here’s the kicker: For a lot of the Rev. Davis pieces, and some other players as well, the drive comes 

from displacing the bass accent from the first beat to the second. This is especially evident in songs 

like   ‘I Am The Light Of This World’, ‘I Belong To The Band’, ‘A Little More Faith’, and a bunch of 



others. When you listen to them, you are likely to get that ‘How the hell does he do that?’ feeling. Here’s 

how he does it. 

An accent on a guitar is a louder sound, nothing more or less. It stands to reason that if you plunk two 

notes, it will be louder than if you just plunk one of them. Now, remember Cohen’s Law: The Thumb 

generally strikes the low root on the One. So if you pinch another note with your index finger, it’s going 

to be louder than one or the other alone. ‘Licks’ have parts, and one of them is a pinch followed by a 

single note, or the reverse, a single note followed by a pinch. In either case, the pinch is louder than the 

lone plunk. 

If you pinch and then plunk the alternate bass string with your thumb, you’re in what I call ‘Freight Train’ 

mode. If you reverse that, thumbing the low note and then pinching, the accent will fall on the pinch. I 

call that ‘Candy Man’ mode. In both cases, the thumb strikes the low root on the One, following Cohen’s 

Law. 

I use Freight Train as an exercise to force a continuous alternating thumb. This is hard for a lot of people 

to do, so for teaching purposes I reduce the song to a single right hand lick, pinch – thumb, pinch – 

thumb, all the way through. It’s pretty straightforward.  

Candy Man is trickier. Here you thumb the bass note first, then pinch the first and third strings. Freight 

Train sounds like ‘ONE-two’, Candy Man sounds like ‘one-TWO’. The accent has shifted to the second 

beat of the measure but the low root is still on the one beat, in accordance with Cohen’s Law. 

 

Pumping a G 

My friend Rolly Brown pointed this out to me when he showed me how he did Samson and Delilah. I call 

it ‘pumping a G’, but of course, it can be made to work in other keys. 

In Davis’s G-tunes, he often lets go of the neck momentarily, you can see him do this in you tube videos. 

He doesn’t stop picking, but plays the melody and harmony notes that appear when the fingerboard is 

empty. He uses this technique to good effect in Samson, and in Oh Glory. You can play much of Oh 

Glory’s melody just by alternately grabbing the CLOSED G chord and letting it go., because half the 

notes of it fall on open strings and the other half fall on the closed chord. 

 

The layering of Music on the guitar 

When you are performing, if you have done your practice right, everything emerges from your fingers 

whole, integrated. The process of integrating is what slow practice is all about. You may not realize it, but 

when you are presenting something whole, there are layers of things going on. It is you who are 

regulating them, and you are the one responsible for doing the regulating.  

I’m going to list here some ideas about the layering of music, as a mechanical construction. Soul may be 

in evidence or not. I cannot bring that part of it to your playing, only to my own, if that. If you ain’t got it, 

you can’t go to the store and buy it. Here are the layers I’m talking about: 

 

1. The chords, changing at the right time 

2. The rhythm. It helps if you can count out loud while you are practicing and playing through a 

tune. It’s a tricky thing to do, but worthwhile learning how to do. Learn to count the same way as 

you learn to use your thumb to alternate between bass notes casually, mainly, you just gotta do it. 

3. The melody: exactly that, neither more nor less. Explicit, particular, not an approximation. 

4. Syncopation: This involved placing accents in places they usually aren’t expressed. This can be 

tricky. First, you must be doing something regular and on time so that there is something to 

syncopate against (cf. #2). Second, the accents - regular emphases on the one or the two beat, 

lesser emphases on the three or the four – must be in place before accenting an off -beat makes 

musical sense. 

5. Decoration- hammer-ons, pull offs, triplets, ornaments of all kinds.  This is the LAST layer, and 

the one you should be the least concerned about learning to do. It will emerge as you get your 

playing together. That’s a promise. You won’t even have to think about it, if you think about 

these other things first. 



 

Compensating for injuries of the hand: IMPORTANT 

 

I have several students and colleagues who have hand afflictions of various sorts. Knowing something 

of the anatomy of the hand will help you coordinate the parts, and hopefully, avoid premature 

wearing of joint surfaces. Some injuries that didn’t heal right, though, need to be gotten around or 

otherwise accounted for. There is no point in trying to bend a finger that won’t bend. There are 

alternate fingerings, and fingerings where you drop a note or mute a nearby one, to get the effect you 

want. The world won’t stop rotating if you don’t get that last note in there… 

 

Basal Thumb Arthritis is a bear. It enflames the radio-metacarpal joint of the thumb, the proximal 

attachment of the metacarpal. It makes squeezing the neck, as you would do while barring a chord, or 

ranging back and forth with your alternating thumb painful and weak. 

 

Aphoristic advice: 

 

2. Essay on the 'molecules' of playing ('overview') 

2. General instructions in approach 

3. Slow is your friend 

4. Don't use more force than you need 

5. 15-minutes a day, EVERY DAY! (frequent short practices good; infrequent binges, not so much.  

 

When the hand is still, the fingers must move to actuate the strings; when the hand or arm is moving, the 

fingers must stay still in order to move the strings. 

 

1. Live Long and Prosper: diagonals and verticals up the neck making a scale in major and 

minor sixths or thirds. 

2.   Tenths: first and third, second and fourth. 

                    3.   Balance is everything. 


